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An  Analysis of  Testing and  Exarninations

･ John  D.' Dennis

  1.0 Introduction

     Testing and  examinations  form a  common,  important part of  the  lives of  students.

  Certain crucial  tests, such  as  entrance  examinations,  
･can

 deterinine the course  Df  a

  student's  Iife. Because of  this it is especially  important  to carefully  study  and  prepare･

  the tests we  give to our  students,  This paper wM  attempt  to characterize,  analyze  and

  classify  both the various  kinds of tests and  the issues involved in their use  iri order  that

  we  can  better understand  the pctivity we  are  engaged  in.
'
 Testing is often  looked upon  as  

'a
 necessary  evil,  and  the student  taking a  test (the

  exarninee)  is often  neglected  and  dePersonalized by the testing prpces$. In what  follows,

  although  the perceptions, feelings, and  attitudes  6f students  are  nQt  discussed directly, it

  should  be remembered  that neither  students  nor  the teaching-of language must  be lost to

  the pursuit of  testing. Though  often  stereotyped  fQr their orientation  towards  data or
'
 numbers,  researqhers  in the field of  testing often  do try to consider  students  on  an

  individual, personal basis. Testing via  an  interview in a  relaxed  setting  is one  eurrently

  popular way  to do this. Also, thorough, frequent and  rigorous  
'checks

 of the tests we  use

  certainly  will produce better tests thari doing･no investigation at  all, and  of'course

  students  can  be treated mQr'e  fairly, equally,  and  humanely  by administering  test$ that

  are  correctly  suited  to their' skills.  Thus, prQper investigatiQn 

'ofatest'can
 increase its

  utility  and  improve how  well  it works.  Correct placement  of  students  can  in many  cases

  help a  program  or  school  operate  more  smoothly-by  accugately  evaluating  student

  proficiency we  can  better control  the type  and  quality of students  in our  classrooms.

  Critical-ly examining  tests is thus, a kind Of 
"quality

 control"  that benefit$ students,

  schools  arid  even  .teachers in the classroom.  
'
 

'

     As with  testing in general, when  irivestigating language tests there are  three basic

  points to consider,  Sliohamy (1988:165) gives two  of  them  by stating  that "Language

  testing is concerned  with  the measurement  of  language: Language is the trait, and  how

  we  go About measur'ing  it is the method.i'  Pe'terson (1989:95) adds  another  step  and
                                                                '
  states  that: '

'
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       1, We' have  to know.what  We  want  to measute,

       2. we  have to decide' how to measure  it., a'nd

       3, finally, we  have to check  to see  that we  have measured'  what  we  intended'to

          measU;,e,,  . .

                 '                                 '

    While this deceptivelY sl'mple scherae. does sumrp.  azi.ze the requirements  of  good  testing,
                                                                          '

    there  are  a large number  of  questions that need  to be answered  along  the way.  Perhaps

    it would  be best to begin by  characteriz.ing  the  general direction of  testing at  the present

    time.

       Tests are  becoming more  efficient  and,  as  mentioned,  are  being designed so  that they

    
are

 
more

 
adaPtable

 
to

 ap, individual's abilities.  In designing langu,age te"ts researchers

･ are  often  attempting  to test'more  than  one  skill  or  ability  at  once-i,  e., to provide a  test

    that givesi an  integrated evaluation  of an  examinee's  ability.  A  sec.old  type of  integra-

    tion in which  different skills support  one  another  has also  been developdd. For example,

    listening comprehension  t,asks on  a test can  
"feed"

 and  
"be'ied

 by" other  skills (Dogglasl

    1988:255-6), TestS that challenge  examinees,  to use  di£terent str4tggies  (linguistic,

    sogial, rhet.orical,  etc,) have,beQome morb  common,  testg have been 
"c6ntextualized"

 by

    careful  design and  close  attentlon  to the social knowledge and  backgrounds of the

    exaniinees,  and  finally, tests have been designed that require  ex5minees  to apply  '

    knowledge  that th6y gaiped thraugh  Qne  skill  (reading, listening, etc.) to a.va;iety  of

    tasks that involve other  aspects  of  language proficiency, These features reflect  and

    summarize  many  of  the receht  tFends in test development. Before moving  to 
,a
 discus-

    sion  of test types and  their characteristics,  it is riecessary to deal "vith certain  global

   
'i'ssues.in

 the field of  testing. 
''

 

'
 

'

    2.0 Global Aspect's of  Tes･ting '

       There  are  certain  questi6ns, coricepts, and  problems  that have an  impact on  most  all

    tests, no  matter  what  their type or  style. The  first question deals with  what  ts b,eing

 , tested. Obviousiy, language teachers will want  to test language-but just wh'at  aspects

    of  Ianguage will  they want  to test? Will a  test focu,s exclusively  pn pronuneiatioq? Will

    it try'to examine  linguistic competence  and  exclude  all types of 
`Cworld

 kfiowiedge"? At
    

what  level of proiiciency can  we  expect  stuqents  to dispJay a  gTasp  of  the sog}ial  a.nd

    gultural knowledge  possessed by the native  speakers  of  a  language? What  about  commu-
                                                /t t

    nicative  abilitY? Should a test eyaluate  how  well  a student  can  fuhction in spec}'fic

    
situations

 
and

 
exclude

 considelation  oi grammatical  accuracy?  The qeeision about  what

    to test can  be a difficult one,  Part of  the reason  for this is that the nature  of  the skills

    and  abilities that allow  one  .to produce  language remains  unclear,  Also, the skills  and
    abilities involved seem  to develQp in different ways  and  at different rates  in different

    people. This diversity and  uncertainty'undermines  the' ability  of  the test designer to
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   correctly  assess  language abili-ty. 
''

      The  second  global aspe ¢ t of  testing concerns  whether  or  not  a test is designed around

   a unifying  therri'e or. context,  .the theory being that a  test designed in this way  will  provide

   a  mo;e  motivating  and  mere  si tisfying experience  for ,examinees  (Douglas, 1988 : 251).

   Sorpe researqhers  argue  that therpatic unity  can  have a  significant  impact on  the  results

   gf a  test (Dpuglas, 1988:?56). Typically, indi'vidual items on  a  test bear little. [elation-

   .ship to preceding or  following items: However,  tests which  have been designed around

   a  central  theme  (a situation,  a  topic, or a  place) produce  different results.  than those
                                      '

   which  have not.  . Thus, the question for test designers is: Should an  organizing  theme  be

   used  for all or  pagt  of  a  test?'If so, how  can  a  theme  be chosen  that wll1  not  in itself skew       . t

   the test results? Since certain  topics, are  more  interesting and  appealing  to variQus

   sections  of  any  test population can  a  test be designed without  giving an  advantage  to 
'

   some  special  grg.up of  examinees?  , .

      The  third global･aspect of  testing concerns  the effect  of  background  knowledge  on

   test results,  Some  tests make  common  and,frequ.ent  use  of  current  events  for test

   material.  Others rely  on  ceftain  genres of  literature for content.  How  can  test

   designers insure that by using  these materials  they are  not  prejudicing  the results  of  their

   examination?  Choosing a common  tepic or  social  Situation.on which  to base a  test is

   especially  diffi.cult wher'e  student  populations come  frb.m a variety  o(  cul'tu.ral back-

   grounds, Related to the issue of･ background knowledge is the issue of  how  students

   have studied  the target languag6. Some  student  groups  have been thoroughly and

   repeatedly  expo$ed  to many  types of  test questions while  other  have not,  and  since  a

   knewledge of  testing techniques can  be thought  of  as  a  kind Qf  specia!ized  background '

   knowledge, wori'g  those students  who  have a K.nowledge of  Yesting score  better than those･ .

   whQ  don't? How  can  a test be designed to circumvent  this pr6blem?

    . Other global  problems  concern  dilemmas that 
'test

 designers have encountered  in

   practical situations,  Some  researchers  have noted  that while  learners with  similar

･
 competencies  can  get different scores  on  the same  test, at  other  

'times
 Iearners with

   similar  scores  have gotten those scores  as  a result  o'f differing ,competencies, Even .the

 ･ effectiveness  of  a  good  test can  vary  from one  group  of  students  to another,  and  it has

   been demonstrated that students  may  perform  quite differently on  different types  of  tests 
'

   (Brown, 1989:66), Lantolf and  Frawley (1988 :･ 183) claim  that test .tasks can  never  be

   accepted  as  natural  by the examinee,  tbat tests will  always  be artificial, and  that tests

   can  only  mimig  a reduced  versidn  of  tlre world  rather than  showing  it as  it actually  is.

   They state  that the task of  the test itself often  overshadows,  overpbwers,.and  detracts

   
f{om

 
the

 
task

 of demonstrating the abilities and  skills  that make  up  languagg profi-

   ciency.  .These, authors  state  that they:
      '

      ,..cannot  assume,  therefpre, that if students  are  successful  in a decontextual-

'
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     ized setting  [i. e., the test] ,that they will  ,also be successful  in adifferent  set･ting,

     .:.Th.e only  enyironment  we  can  be certain  of  is that establish'ed by the test
     situation  itself and  nothing  more.  (Lantolf and  Frawley, 1988 : 190)

 Lantolf and  Fra'wley offer  an  extreme  view  ･of the per$pective that an  examinee  inay be

 more  or  less permanently  disabled by the test situation  froM  showing  his or  her' true
                           F

'

 skills  and  abil･ities (1988:191), However, this extreme  view-must  be p'ut aside  since  it

 Virtually' prevents us  .f,r-om administering  any  type  ef  test or  using  the results  tor any

 practica] purpose. While a  test may  be a .reduced (and thus in,accurate) model  of  the

 world,  the general consensus  is that it can  still be used  by students  to demonstrate their

 a.bilities. Additionally, this type of  reduced  model  can  help students  study  and  learn any

 number  of  language skills,  and  ban help them  gaip confidence  in the kinds of  skills  and･

 abilities  that they will  eventually  be using  in the reai  world.  Next, although  

'the

 preceding issues and  cdncepts  have  a  broad, global impact on  testing, there are  two

 remaining  areas  with  a similar  global significance  that must  be discussed, The  first of .

 
these

 
is
 
the

 
concept

 
of
 
validity;

 
the

 
se,cond

 
is
 
the

 
cencept

 
of
 
reliability.

 2.1 Validity

     Validity is a complex  topic and  one  which  test, designers frequently fail to agree  on.  

'

 While a  thorough  treatment  of  vaflidity  is beyond the scope  of'this'  paper,  this cencept

 does p;ovide a  set of  useful  criteria  for test'analysis. Parenthetically, the  confusion

 .surroynding this concept  may  be the result  of  rpistaking the particular type of  validity

 that another  person is talking about.-  Beginning with  a  general definition, Peterson

 (1989:95) suggests  that 
"validity

 is.;elated to the purpose  for using  a  test, not  to the test

 itself". Shohamy  (1988 : 173) says  that  
"it

 is by examining  the reliability  and  validity

 of...tests  that we  can  assure  that scores  provide accurate  and  valid  indications bf,.,
 language." There are  five types of  validity  that will be described briefly in turn.

     The  first type of validity  is construct validily. Wheri determining constfuqt  validity

･ for a test, we need  to ask  how  well  that test reflects  curreht  theories of  test･ing and  their

 requirements  (Williams, 1990:50). Tests  should  incorporate the latest, generally

 accepted  research  in the fields of-testing  and  language teaching, '

     The  second  type  of  validity  is face ualidity.  Face validity  asks  whether  or  not  a test

 looks like the test that it is supposed  to be (Williams, 1990 : 55). For example]  does a  test

 that purports to measure  listening comprehension  look like a  test of  listening to the

 students  who  are  taking it? -- -Or  does it look like sornething  else? Maintaining face

 validity  is something  like rhaintaining  seif-c6nfidence:  the test needs  to support  the

 illuSion that it's really  measuririg  what  it claims  to, Carter･ and  Long (19'90 

':-
 220) suggest

 that a-test'should  appear  to be the redsonable  outcome  of  any  preceding classroom

 
activity,

 
As

 
for,

 
university

 
level

 
entrance

 
examinatiens,

 
they

 
should

 
fall

 
within,

 the
                                                                       tt      '
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     expectations  of  the high school  studerits that  will be taking them. Face validity  is a

     relatively  weak  form of  vaiidity  and  it･is often  claiiped  that it cannot  act as  proof of

     validity  by itself (Shohamy, 1988 : 167).

        The  third type of  validity  is content'validity,  Here, the test･should reflect  the

     materials  and  centept  of  the courses  or  curriculum  that students  will  be studying

     (Williams, 1990: 56). It is important to stress  that testing arid curriculum  need  to be

     coordinated,  Students need  to be evaluated  based 6n their suithbility  for the program

.  
which  they wish  tg enter.  It makes  little sense  to evaluate  students  on  the basis of  one

     set of  criteria  and  then to place them  in a program  that supports  a  different set  of  values,

        The  fourth type of  validity  is concurrent  validily.  This type of  validity  is a statisti-  
N

     cal  eoncePt-test designers must  assess  the extept  to which  
'test

 coinponents  or  different

     tests which  purport to measure  the same  skill  actu'ally  correlate  in'statistical terms, and,

   
'

 the extent  to which  the test correlates  with  Qther  tests (Williams, 1990 : 56). Due  to the

     number,of  calculations  involved this type of  validity'check,is  possible only  with  machine-

     processed data and  a computer,  True, it can'be  done by hand,' but the cost  in ti'me and

     effore  would  be prohibitive, 

'
 /

                                                  '

        The  fifth and  final type of  validity  is Predictive validity. When  used  with  a  profi-

     ciency  test, this type of  validity  cheeks  the extent  to which  scores  on  thht test･correlate

     well  with  the subsequent  success  of  the exarninees.  To  check  the predictive validity  of

     a  university  entrance  examination  a  researcher  would  try to correlate  scores  on  the

     exam  with  the Iater successes  or  failures of  the students  concetned.  Students with  high 
'

     entrance  exam  scores  sheuld  be the mQst  successful  students  in the program that follows.

     Students wit.h  low scores  on  the test should  be the  weakest  or  need  the most  help in the

     program  that fo!lows. If not,  tlien the entrarice,exam  has poor  predictive validity  and

     the causes  of  this should  be investigated. These five types of validity  age  suggestive  ef                        '                                                             t t

     the kinds of  questions and  stat'istical analYses  that can  help imptove tests and  examina-                               '

     tions. From  here? we  must  moye  on  to reliability,  the next  topic of discussion.
                        '
  / / t

    
'2.2

 Reliab, ility

        
"Reliability

 is related  to the interpretation of  scores,  ... not  to the test itself"

     (Peterson, 1989 : 95). Tests of  reliability are  really  tests of  consistency-they  answer  the

     question: Do  you  consistently  get the same  results?  In the area  of  oral  proficiency  testing,

     the people who  give tests are  called  
"raters"

 since  they  give ratings,  or  evaluations,  to

     the examineses  that they interview. Because a  certa.in･ variation  in opinion  is to be

     expect'ed  when  different raters  interview the same  examinee,  test researchers  have

     devised ways  to check  on  
"inter-rater"

 reliability  to measure  the extent  to which

     different raters  give the same  evaluation  to an  examinee.  Also, the concept  of 
"intra-

     rater"  rel'iability  is used  to measgre  t-he extent  tp. which  the same'  rateir  consistently

     gvaluates t/he same  students  in the  same  way  at  different times. In both of  the.se cases

NII-Electronic
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the  question here is really:  Are the test results  that we  are  getting censistent?  As  such,

parallel questions can  be asked  of  university  entrance  exams.  
X

   Try  to conceive  of  a  k'ind of  
"intra-test"

 reliability,,  where  we  could  check  on  the

extent  to which  the -same  test censistently  evaluates  the same  students' in the same  way

at  different times. As for an  entrance  examination,  it wouldn't  be too difficult to -----

administer  the same  test a  second  time'to rpatriculating  first year  students.  Although

ail the candidates  who  took  the regular  entrance  examination  would  not'  be repeating  the
test, a  reasonable  sample,  (the matriculating  class) would  be, The  retest  could  take

place approximately  two'months  after  taking the regular  entrance  exam-not  enough

time for a  significant  improvement in'langgage skills  to take pltice. These  students

would  retakb  the same  
-test

 (pr'obably without  warning)  and  thel results of their first aitd

second  attempts  on  the same  test would  be statistically  compared  to see  how  reliable  the

exam  was.  Thus, the same  group  of  students  would  be taking the same  test two  times.

Generally, if the scores  on  these two  attempts  converge  (if the results  

'are
 similar),  then

there is a  good  chance  that the exam  is really  testing the Ianguage abil;ties  and  skills  that

it purports to. However, if there is little convergence.  or  correlation  the there is a good
chance  that the test is not  functioning they way  it is supposed  to: it is not  areliable  test

fbr judging candidates'  languqge abMties,  
'
 

'

   Next, there is anther  typb of･test peliability that can  be investigated,, Again, "inter-

rater"  reliability  checks  on  the extent  tQ which  different raeers  giVe the.same eValuation
                       '
to an  examinee.  This kind of  rel'iability  test can  also  be tised with  a  university  entrance         '            / t
eXam.  .Iristead of  the same  te,st being' administered.  to the  same  group of students,  a

different but similar  test is administered  to the same  group  ･of studentg,  How  can  
'this

be done? Universities typically create  and  administer  a new  entrance  examination  each  

'

year. For any  group  of  matriculating･  students  there 
'is

 a  set'' of' rela,ted  entrance

exarnination  scores, Perhaps just before･beginning'their classes, this group  of  newly

admitted  students  could  retake  the entrance  exam  from  the  previous  year. Thus, the
                                    tt
same  group of  students  would  have taken rather  similar  tests, designed by the same
                                                                  '                                                                   '
school, and  used  fQr the same  purpose.

   These two  tests would  yield two  sets  of  scores  for the same  
'group'of

 students

-scores  which  coqld'then  be c6mpared  and  correlated  statistically  to check  whether.or  
'

not  the two  tests were  reliably  measuring  the same  thing, Again, if the results  of  the

two  tests converge  then there is a  good  ch'ance  that both examinations  are  measuring  the

language  abilities they are  designed te measur'e:  Hewever, if there iS'little convergence

or  qorrelation then there is a  good  chance  that 6ne (or both) of  the tests i$, not'functioning

they way  it is supposed  to: ･it is not  a reliable  test for judgip.g candidates'  language

abilities,  This type of  reliability･is  known  as  paralle}-forms reliabilityj  and  as  Shohamy

states:,

72
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               For estimating  parallel-forms reliability,  there is a  need  to compare  different

               versioris  of the same  intera6tion, as ,it is var.ied by a number  of contextual.

    ･ variables.  

'The
 extent  to which  the SCores of the-two or  ni.ore versions  cb' rrelafe

               is an  indication of  thisi type･ of. reliabili･ty.  (1988 : l73-4)
                                        '                               '

           Thus, different types of  reliability  indicate the degree to which  tests acc'urately  and

           consistently  meaSure  what  they are  designed to measure.  University entrance  examinh-

           tions exemplify'thekind  of  test where  it is especially  important'to achieye  a  high degree

           of  reliabili.ty,  since  crucial  decisions are  based on  the results  of  these tests. Finally,

           altho'ugh  it is not  essential  to ip,vestigate all types'of validit'y  and  reliability, some'basic

           checks  should be a'riormal  .Part-of the design and  administration  of  a'll tests (Shohamy,
           1988:170). , - ･ ･

           2.3 Precautions '

               Before movipg  bn to a discussion of diffetent types of  tests and  their characteristics

           it is necessary  to put forth some  cautionary  statements  concerning  language skills and

           abilities,  testing, and  the scores,  data, and  statistical  results  that  an  investigation into

           testing' will  inevitably produce, Though  perhapS  
'it

 seems  obvious  when  stated  directly,

           it must  be repaembered  that just 'because teSts produce  numerical  results･ this does not

      
'
 
'
 mean  that the skill  or. ability  being measured  by 

-the
 test is a  iinear, metric  ene  (Lantolf

      
'
 ,anq 

Frawley, 1988 :-185), This is especl'ally  the case  with  language, which  consists'  of

           multiple  skills  and  abilities,  each'of  which  develops in different ways  and'at  different

           rates,

       
'
 Second, it is important not  to confuse  the method  of testing with  the skill being

           tested. 

''As
 Bachman  ,(1988 : 15) States 

".'.

 .any measure  ofL . , ability  rnust  clearly  ･distin-

           guish the abilit'y to be measured'  from the methQds  or  procedures used  tQ elicit evidence

           of  this ability."  That is, one  must  riot confound  the abilities  to be measured  with  the

           elicitation-procedures  designed to prod.uce  them. TypiCally, ope  assumes  that a  particu-

        
'
 lar language ski}1  is best measured  by using  that saMe  skill as.a  veh'icle  for the' test,

           Thus, one  would  assume  that the testing of  listening skills would  be best accomplished

           by using  an  elicitation  procedure  that involves listening, or  that a test'that purports to

           measure  writing  ability  would  naturally  require  the examinees  te produce  a writing

           sample.  While using the same  skill for eliqitation  as  t'he ope  being measured  does

           provide for face validity,  it does not  necessarily  follow that such  a  test will  
C`naturally"

           provide an  accurate  measurement.  Such tests should  continue  tp be the subiect  
'of

           ongoipg  validity  and  reliabilitY cheeks.-  
'

              Third, test designers .should abide  by the comments  of  Lantolf and  Frawley  (1988 :

           185) when  they caution  investigators .not to lose sight  of the obje6t of 
'their

 inquiry by

           focusing their atterttion teo exclusively  on  the tools  used  to measure  it. For language

'

           73
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    teachers this means  that the'skills and  abilities  that comprise  language should  have a

    greater importance and  priority than either  the tests used  to measure  those skills  or  the

    kinds of analysis  that those tests may  be subject  to, Having finished with  these

    precauti'ons, I will  rpow move  on  to a  discussion of types of tests,

    3.0 Types of' Tests

        Research6rs in the field of  testing commQnly  agree  that there are  two  basic types of

    tests. One  .type is called  a.norm-rqftile.reced  ees.t (NRT) and  .the other is .called a

    critere'on-rev2irenced  test (CRT). Norm-referenced tests will  be characterized  first, 
'

        Generally, NRTs  are  designed to measure  overall  language  skills  and  abilities,  The

    abilities measured  could  be broadly defined as  overall  proficiency  or  could  be somewhat

    mere  restricted-e.  g,, a Vocabulary or a 1-istening comprechension  te$t, For NRTs

    there is only  one  test and  only  one  score  for each  individual who  took  the test, The

    
'scores

 produced by NRTs  are  interpreted relative  to each  other. Individuai scores  are

    frequently evaluated  by  their distribution around  a  statistical  norm,  or  mean,  Indeed,

    that is the purpose of a NRTTto  spread  students  along  a  centinuum  of  scores  so  that

    those examinees  with  relatively  little ability  are  placed at  one  end  of  the  scale, while

    ,those with  relatively  high ability  arelplaced  at  the other.  Usually, the bulk of  the scores  -

    is found  in the tniddle of  the scale,  clufitered  avound  an  average  or  mean  score. Finally,

    prior to the test examinees  are  not  given any  information about  the specific  content  of

    the test, although  they may  know  something  about.  its structurerthe  ty'pe of  questions,

    for example (Brown, 1989:67-8), 
'
 

'
 

'

',
 On  the other  hafid, CRTs  are  produced  to measure  specific  instructional objectives.

    These obj'ectives  are often  unique  to a particular course  or  progra.m･and are dervied frorn

    the instructional goals that serve  as  a  basis for the curriculum.  Because of  this relation-  

'

    ship  it is important fQr'both teachers  and  students  
･to

 know  exactly  what  is expected  of

    them. CRTs  often  employ  a  pretestlposttest scenario,  but the pretest is often  left

 , undone  apd  the students  are assumed  to have little or  no  knowledge of  the material  that

    will  be taught and  tested, Scores produced  by CRTs  are  claimed  tQ be 
[`objective"

 and

    these results  are considered  to'be absolute,  i. e., they are  not  interpreted with  reference

    to the se.otes 
'of

 other  students,  Eacb individual score  is thought to be meaningful  in and' ･

    of  itself. ･Also, when  placed on  a's.c.ale the distribution of CRT  s.cor,e.s is not  the 
`Cnormal"

    distribution of  NRT  scores.  
'Instead,

 if all the students  learn everything  that is taught

    they will a!1 receive  the same  high (or perfect) score  on  the test. Thus, CRTs  measure  
'

    the extent  to which  students  have developed knowledge  of  a  specific  ability  or skill,

    which  has usually  been specified  in the goals or objectives  for their p!ogram.'  In,

  
'
 contrast  to NRTs, above,  for a CRT  students  usually  have a  very  clear  idea of  the types'

    Qf questions, tasks, and  content  to expect  on  the test (Brown, 1989:685.

        The  basic differehces between NRTs  and  CRTs  can  be summirized  with  reference
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to the foilowing five pQints,                                  t.
                '             '

   1. What,ismeasured

   2, HOw  the scores  are  interPreted
   3. The' distributiQn of scores

   4. The  purpose  of  testing

   5. Student awareness  of  test questions and  conterit
             '            '

Criterion-referenced tests appear  to be the undeclared  (and unattainable)  ideal for the

world  of  
'testing. The  idealized version  of  a  CRT  is indeed obje6tive,  but it seems  that

there is always  some  way  in which  practical reality  falls short  of  the ideal.

   First, the establishment  of  a  minimum  criterion  Ievel is usually  ar6itrary.  While it

remains  true that scores  may  be absolgt'e, some  sort  of  ipterpretative, arbitrary  ju'dge-
ment  is .necessary to determine what  level of  performance  is adequate,  Should it be 60

points or  70 that is deemed  -to be a  passing score?  Why  one  and-'nQt the other?  Second,

Douglas  claims  that:

   There  are  so  many  Ways, struCtural  and  strate,gic,  to get sornething  done with
   language  that it is currently  beyond our  ability to establish  a domain of tasks 

'

   that would  add  up  to  a  criterion.  Only  a  very  narrowly  focused, language-for-

   ?IP.gesCsif:iC2, 
-sPIYrPOSeS

 
COnteXt

 
Might

 
allow.for

 
a
 
reasonable

 
criterion-referencing.

In spite of  this claim,  which  disallows CRTs  because they cannot  meet  true standards'  of, .                               '
objectivity, it is still quite valuable  to know  as  much  as  possible about  whqt  is being

tested, Shohamy  states that 
"Irt

 constructing  language tests, it is essential  to have al

defined curriculum  or  set  body of  knowledge from which  testers determine what  to teSt" .
                       '
(1988i165). 

-
 ,

              '                          '

4.e Proficiency Tests andAchievement  Tests 
'

             '                  '

   
"Proficiency

 test" and  
"achigvement

 test" are  the popular terms  for the two  previ-

ously  discussed types of  tests. 
'A

 proficiency test is a  kind of  norm--referenced  test,

while  an  achievernent  test is a  kind of  criterion-referenced  test. As they are  typically 
'

administered  university  entrance  exa'ms  are  norm-referenced  proficiency tests, not

achievement  tests. University entrance,  exams  fit the requireMents  for a.norm-referen-

eed test very  well: 1) they are  a broad measure  of  an  examinee's  skills, 2) scores  are

interpreted w'ith  reference  
'to

 the scores  of otheir  examinee's,  3)' the gfaders.of thelse tests

hope for a  normal  distributioh of  scores,  4) the'purpose  of  tes'ting 
'is
 to spread  tihe

candidates  along  a  scale  based on  t.heir sco[e's,  and  5) the,examinees  are  familiar with  the

format or  sttucture  of the test without  knowing the specific content  that will be testedL

'
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   Because univer'sity entrance  exams  (ploficiency tests) are  so commq.nly  accepted  by
examinees,  jnstitutions, and  society  they frequentiy escape critical exarpination  of the

concept  of profieiency that they are  based on.  Since no  two. exa.rn,.ineeS age  alike  and

because most  of  these tests produce  only  a  Single  number  or  score  as  a  measure,  it can

be claimed  that proficiency tests have a  homogenizing  effect  
'on

 any  subebniponents  of

proficiency skill, The proficiency  of a  speaker  can  never  be cliaraGteri2ed  in any

absolute  sense and  it is not  a concept  
"that

 ean  be formalized in terms  6fataxonomy of
items,.no.rnatter how long or genuine  that taxon6my  may  be" (LantQlf and  Frawley,

1988 : 189-90). This may  be the, ceason  that proficiency hq,s Peen defined in rno;e  than

one  way  by different re$earchers  (Lantolf and  Frawley, 1988 : 186-90),, Thus the rr}.ajor

weakness  of  proficiency tests is that while  they purport to  judge proficiency  they fail to

giye .any account  of  what  proficiency ,is, wher,c it comes  from., and  how  it's determined:

It would  seem  that a  humanly  devised concept  (proficiency) is determining what  the

world  should'be  like (the effect of the test o4  the matriculation  of  students)  rather  than

the world  (as empirical  and  objective  as it is) determining what  the  concept  of proflciency                                                        '
should  be. 

'

   It is also important to note  that while  university  entrance  exams  seem  to easily

satisfy the requirements  of  a  norm-referenced'  proflc･iency test, there'are ways  in which  ,

the same  test can  be reconceived  as a criterion-referenced  achievement  test. The  first
contrast  between NRTs  and  CRTs  concerns  vJhat  i$ measured.  Rath6; than considering

an  entrance  exam  to measure  some  general notiQn  of'proficiency,  it could･ alternat.i'vely

be thought  of  as measuring  the comrnon  aspects  of  a  set  qf relatively.  well-defined

English curricula,  .This kind of  elementary  or basic proficiency might  be more  easily

specified  than  proficiency for,ether, higher levels of  skill. The  second  contrast  concerns

how  scereS  are  tnterpreted. ScoreS mighr  be interpreted to chara'cteyize  how  well

students  have dene at  meeting  those basic objectives  rather  than relative  to the scores

of  other  examinees.

   The  third contrast  concerns  score  distribution. Not  much  reinterpretation  can  be
done here-the scores  present themselves  as  they are.  If the distribution is unusual  this

could  be reflecting  actual  differenge.s,in achievement  of  the students  concerned.  Per-

haps an  unusual  distr'ibution could  be correlated  with  the high schQol  the examinees

attended,  any  extracurricular  instruction they might  have participated in, or  some  other

factor (an unusual  distribU.tion cOuid  ev'en be a  by-product of -the test iCself), The  fourth

contrast,  concerning  the purpose  of  testing, is relatively  "ess important than  the others.

Whether it's ptoficiency or  achievem,ent  that's･being measured  there will  6ertainly be a
         '
rapge  of  scores-some  students  will  inevi,tably do better th'an others.  due to a variety  of

exterpal  factors, Either a  proficiency or  an  achievement  test'.can be designed to elicit

a  bro4d range  of results,  and  too little or  too much  discrimination between student  levels

of  proficiency' cqn  be a problem  for either  type of  test.

'
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      The fifth c'ontrast  concerns  the type of  knowledge that'examinees  will  have of  a  test

   before they take it, To  
'the

 extent  that university  entrance  exam$  are testing a basic

   prpficiency,  arid  tQ the extent  that these exams  remain  unchanged  in design an'd  content

   from year to year, stude'nts  ('or their tutorsi) will  be'able to predict more  and  more

   accurately  both the  kind and  type of  questions and  the content  that they will  cohtain,

   Finally, regardless  of  which  type of  test an  entrance  exam  is censidered  to be, the scores

   are  reported  as'numbers.  Again, it is best not  to Iose sight  of  the reason  and  purpose

 , 
for testing by focusing too exclusively  on  scores.

   5.0 TestCoinstruction .
                                   '

      In section  3.0, above,  twe  basic types of tests were  charactetized.  While the
                                         '

   temptation is strong  to Iabel th'is sec･tion 
C`Types

 o-f Tests (Part 2)" it is perhaps  better .
   to call  it "Test

 Construction," si.nce  the issues dealt with  here are  cencerned  with'  the

   actual  production and  design of  a  test. Tests -involve types of  tasks,'the testing of  hll

   or  part of  an  examinee's,  knowledge  of  a  language, and  various  types df skills  and

   knowledge, We  will riow exarnine  these different things to get a feel for･various types

   of  Ianguage  tests.

      When  designing a  test one  of ,the fi･rst decisions concerns'the  type .o-f, tasks that will

   be used  in the test. Douglas  (1988:Z46) lists five types of  tasks that can  be used-  on

   language tests. The  first task is called･  
",Iisten

 [or･read]-and-gi"e±the-right-answer."

   This type of  question is common  on  proficienay examinations  such  as  TOEFL.  The

   answer  format can  be mu.ltiple  choice,  cloze,  fill-in-the-blanks, or  perhaps a  longer

   answer,  The  second  type of task is called  a"reduced-redundancy  task." This type of

   task  tests Iistenipg comprehensidn  when  some  features are  missing  or  when  they have
                 '

   been masked  by some  disturbance or  environmental  noise, The third type of  task is

   called  a 
"repetition-iinitation

 task." Here; competence  is qisplayed in the, form  of  short

   term  memory.  The theory is -that if students  know  soinething  they will  remember  it
･ more  easily  than if they  don't. ,The fourth type of  ta$k 'ls called  an "interaction

 task,"

   A  task of  this type might  require  studeftts  to produce  or  select  the appropriate  responses

   in conversations.  The  fifth and  last type of  task is called  a 
"media-transfer

 task."

   Students are  asked  to  respond  to video  or  picto'rial input on  this type of  task, The  Test

   of  Eijglish for International･Commupication  (TOEIC) uses  this type  of  task to test basic

   listening,skills. . '.
 . ･ ･

       Next, a  decision must  be rr}ade  about  whqt  aspect  of  the examinee's  knowledge is

   going to be tested, Is the test going to check  their language ability  in a  glQbal, holistic

   fashion, or  is･･it going 
'to

 assess  different skills  separately?  Bachman says  that:

The  evidence  fgom language testing-re,search i$ .generally cQnsistent  with  the

hypothesis that language proficiency consists  of  several  distinct abilities  that
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are  either  related  to. each  ,other or  that are  related  to･a higher order  g.eneral
ability,,  (1988 : 155)

   AnQther researcher,  Elana Shohamy, states  that:
                  '        '
                             / t

      Holistic scales  define global  knowledge, whereas  analytic  scales  focus on  spe-

      cific aspects  suc.h as  grammar, fluency, strategies, sociolinguistic  factgrs and
      pronunciation. (1988 : 173)

   Neither of these stat.ements  offers  any  evide.nce  for or  against  testing holistically er

   testing vari.ous  skills  independently. This'decision is one  that would  best''be made  With'-

   reference to the kind of  student  that a  program  or  school  wouldmost  liketo attract: Or,

   it may  be best to consider  the type of  curriculum  a school  is offering. Does  it giv'e a

   higher priority to orie or  another  Qf the language  skills  (reading, wfiting,  speakir)g,  or

   listening)? Or does it, give an  equal  valute  to 
'these

 skill$  when  conSidering  students  for

   
admission?

 
These

 questions and
 
others

 
like

 
them

 Beed to be considered
 
for

 
a
 
test

 
to

   adequately.  reflect  the goals and  object.4yes  embodied  ih a  curriculum.

      If a decision is made  to test the sub-skills  of  language proficiency it still has to be

   determined at  what  level those sub`skills  will  be tested, Is it listening comprehension

   that is･geing to be' tested? Or  should`it  be some  particular aspect  of  listening? Douglas-

   cites research  that identifies nine  different subrs'kills  of  Iistening comprehension  (!988 :

   246). Thus it may  not  be enough  t6 simply  pick a  skill and  begin developing a  test for

   it. Given that there are  nine  sub-skills  to listening comprehension  it still must  be

   decided whether  to test for all or  part of  them,  Finally, Matthews  cautions  that 
"It

 is. . .

   illogical to allocate  equal  marks  for the various  sub-skills  as  if the relationship  between

   them  was.one  of  sirpple  additiop"  (1990:118). ,

      Third, is a test going to be designed to emphasize  functional abilities and  skills

   (showing an  awareness  of social  status, formality, and  context),  grammatical  and  linguis-

 , 
'tic

 kno'wledge, or  content  (knowledge of  a  certaih  set  of  topics)? AIthough'to a  certain

   extent  this decision xXiill be based on  the coinpetency  level Qf  the 6tudents tg be tested,,
'
 these are'  the types of  isspeS that have to be addressed  when  desig4ing an  examination,

      Finally, When  .considering types of  tests' sQmetimes  the discussion 
'turns

 to'''the

   yarious types  of'qtiestiOns  and  answers  that can  be included on  them. Although it is
                                                   '

   common  to hear a  test referred  to as'"a  multiple  choice  test" or  as  
"an

 objective  test"

   this use-  of'Popular  terminology  is misleading,  and  it is a  way  of  describing tests which

   is' rare  in the lit6fature pf this Eield. A  multiple  choice  test c6u'ld be either a  norm-

   referenced  proficiency test or  a  criterion-feferenced  achievement'  test, As  for the term

   
"objective"

 it is u.sually  used.in  connection  with  c'riterion-referenced  tests since  their

   scores  are'usually  interpreted objectively-with  reference to an  absolute  scale rather
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than being interpreted in relation  to thg  scores  of  other  students.

6.0 Uniyersity Entrance  Examinations
                       '

    Many-of  the ideas land issues presented up  to this ･point' have'a direct impact on

･university entrance  examinatiqns.  I would  like to review  some  of  the ideas disgussed so

for with  special  attention  to these exams.  Too  often  questi'ons of  test design and  the

nature  of the relationship  of  a test to  a  school's  curriculum  go unnoticed  in the  proce$s

of test development. It cannot  help but be beneficial for a school  to clearly  ask  these

questions'and to define the type of  test it would  like to use  bev2)re the process of  tesit

development begins, Based on  their kno"iledge of  present or  future curriculum  design,

should  test designers give priority to linguistic ability, to functional or  communicative

skills, or  to knowledge  of  content,  certain  topics, or cultgral  information?'

    Second, sinee  a  .test is generallY beliqved to  be better when  it is,based on  or  related

to the curriculum,  of  the Schoo.1 concerned,  is it the･case that university  entrance,exams

are  connected  in this way  to their curricula?  MaJu  refers  ditectly to this situation  iri her

discussion of  the ,effectiveness bf different types of  tests by stating  that:

    .,.curent thinking concerning  tests 'arid･testing appears  to be that tests and

    testihg prQced,dres that clearly  relate  to our'  classroom  assignments,  curricula,

    and  pedagogy  may  be very  effectiVe  and  efficient  tools for measurement.  (19.89 :

    209) 
'
 ''

  If a school  is indeed concerned about  its testing program  one  pf the best ways  to be'gin

  the process of  improvement would  be to establish  a connection  between its classroom

  assignments,  gurriculum, and  instryctio"al methods  on  the o,ne hand  and its testing

  program  on  the other.  A  faculty sur･vey 
'could.provide

 a  list 
'of

 t･yPi6al assignments,

  course  objctives, and  any  minimum  requirements  instructQrs may'bb  using.  . By  design-

  ing a  test wit;h  this information in mind  a  school  stands  an  excellent  chance  of selecting
' better-suited students  for matriculation,  

'

     Additionally, it is good to have a test that  also  functions as  a teaching tool. If

  inst-ructors can  use  entra4ce'exam  material  in their classes  for pedagbgical pu,rposes,this

  is a good  sign-it  .shows  a  cbrtain  degree of  test-curricurum integration. ActuallY, a

  good  way  to evaluate  q test that has been  used  would  be to a.sk･the faculty whether  or

  not  it ･possible to lnclude material  frbm  that test in their cpurses,  If the  answer  is "yes'i

  then there is at leas£ minimal  convergence  betvieep the testing program  ahd  curriculum.

  If the answer  is 
"no"

 then this is a  sign  of  a  possible mismatch  an.d  the suitability  of  the

  test for the curriculum  that fol16ws should  be questioned.

          79
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  6.1 Technical  Analysis of  Entrance  Exami4ations

      Technical .analysis of  an  examination  can  be under  taken  using  h variety  of  statisti-

 ･eal tests, There a!ea  number  of  tests that can  be used,  and  all of  them require  that the

  final results  of  
'an

 exam  (whether it is a  Proficiency or  achievement  test) ･be represented

  by a  number.  Some  statistical tests even  require  that individual 
･items

 on  an  examina-

  tion (i. e., individual questions) be'graded as  either  
"colrrect"

 or  
"incorrect"'rather

 than

  being given. points  on･a  scale,  depending on  how  well  that problem  was  solved.  While

  there are  cer,tainly  ･disadvanfages  to representing  language skills  with  numbers,  it is.also

  important to consider  the valuable  information that can  be. produced  by the statistical

  analysis  of  a  test or  series  of  tests, Also, it quickly becomes  difficult and  impractical

  to evaluate  a  growing  number  bf exam  candidates  in any  other  way.  
'
 -

      For these reasons  it is often  necessary  to introduce a  certain  amount  of  mechaniza-

  tion 
'into

 the eXamination  process.  Frequentiy, this time--and Iabor-saving mechaniza-

  tion.takes the for bf multiple  choice,'computer-graded  answer  sheets:'  While some
                                                          t

   instructors bemoan the introductiion of  such  
"dehumanizing"

 and  
"impersonal"

 test

  methods,  this solution  to the problem  does allow  those persons who  are  responsible  for

  testing to spend  their time on  test design and  production, and  later on  an analysis  of  the

  test, rather  than  on  grading, Finally, while  the machine-grading  of  tests is usually

  handled by clerical  staff,  the work･  of  handtgrading tests is usually  -handled by the

   faculty,

      Thus,  there are  two  reasons  which  Support the reporting  of  results in the  form  of

   numbers.  First, this allows  a  schQol  to investigate the validity  and  reliability  p.f a  test

  by using  various  statistical  tools to analyze  it, thereby gaining  valuable  information

   a'bout its s'trong apd  weak  points', It sliould'be noted  that this type of analysis  is one  Qf

   the few sourees of  infortnation that can  help improve a test. (Although it is .possible to

   have an  evaluative  brainstorming session  after  hand-grading a  large number  of exams,

   these sessions  
･are

 certainly  more'gubjective-and  impressionistic than-statisticq.1 analys.is.

   Fatigue of  the grading  staff  is alsp a  factor,) Secopd, limited time  andfor  resources  ofteR

･ preVent a  test 
'from

 being desigried and  adrpinistered  in any  other  manner,  L.et us  now

   examine  some  of  the statistical tools that can  be us.ed  to analyz.e a. test, 
'

   6.2 .Statistical  Procedures.

      Most  analyses  oS  data de.al with  different kinds oflrelationshlps,  apd  the comparison

   and  contrast  of  two  groups  of data is one,of  the simplest  relationships  to investigate.

   The  simplest  comparisen  of two  (or more)  groups  is a comparison  of their cengers

   (defined a.s either  an  average  or  mea'n).  This kind of  test is called  h.t-test or t-sinttstic.

   In successive  years students  taking an  entrance  exam  are  similar  in most  respects,
      s

   except  that their means  might  be different. Because of  this similarity  it can  be･assumed         '

se
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    that the population variances.  of  any'  two  groups of  exam  candidates  are  equal  and

    statisti'cal  procedures that  use  pooled variance  estimates,  can  be employed,  

'
 Given  that  

'

    this assumption'  is cQrrect  the corresPonding  tests for differences between the means  will

    be more  powerful  and  will produce  more  significant  information･about .the two groups.

    If cannot  be assumed  that the underlying  variances  for, each  group  of  students  are  equal

    then  a  two sample  t-test must  be used..  Since two･estimates'of variance  are  used  the

    results  of  the test will  show  less inforniatiori about  the two  groups, i. e,, it will  be less

    powerful. The  trade-off is between the assu'mptions  one  makes  and  the kind of  informa-

    tion that is gained. A  stronger  initial･ assumption  yields more  information} but as  With'

    all assumptions  one  runs  the risk  of  being incorrect, 
'
 A  more  conserVatiVe  initial

    assumption  about  the variance  of  the two  groups provides some  insurance against  the

    risk  o'f being incorrect but yields less significant  information, ,'
. There is anther  type of  t-test that is called  a  Paired-t sigtistic. This statistical  tool

    can  be us.ed  when  each  case  in the first group  eorresponds  paturally to a  case  in the

    second  group. A  common  situation  that produces  naturally  paired cases  is when the

    same  individuals. make  two jUdgements. Also, when  data are  naturally  paired,.a

    paired-･t test will  yield more  powerful  results.  This tool could  be used  with  entrance

    exams  in the following ways.  First,, it could  be used  to evaiuate  separate  sections,of  a

    single  exam,･  If there are  two (or more)  sections  on  an  entrance  exam  these sections

    could  be graded separately  and  then compared  as  though  they were  paired judgemehts
    made  by th6 same  individual. 

'

       If a  school  were  interested in re-administeririg  the same  entrance  exam  (to check'its

 
･
 reliabili'ty)  a  paired-t test couldbe  used  for this type of  analysis.  For･this type o'f study,

    any  group  of  matriculating  students  (students who  have just taken  the regular  entrance

    exam)  could  retake  the same  exam,  perhaps  early  in April just as  their classes  begin. As

    qescribed above  in the section  
･op

 reliability,  the higher the' eorrelation  of  these.paired

    scores, the more  confidence  a  school  coqld  have  1'n the reliability  (the qu41ity and

  ･ consistency)  of  its entrance  exam.  A  slight  variation  on'/this  strategy  could  alSobe  used

    to compare  separate  entrance  examinations.  Universities usually  create  a  new  entrance

    examination  every  year. If a school  wanted  to compare  two entrance  e'xaminations

    they c6uld  re-r'administer  an  entrance  exam  from a  previous year ap. d then compare  

'the

    results  of  that exam  .with the results  of  the regular  ent;lance  exam  that had just been

    used,  still usingapaited-t  procedure. 
'

       A  final variation  on  this strategy  could  be used'  to cpmpare  the resUlts  
'of

 an  entrance

    examination  with'-a proficiency test such  as  the t`Eiken,"
 th'e TOEIC,  or  perhaps a'less

    difficult exam  such  as  t.he SLEP' test ("SLEP" stands  for "Secondary
 Level English

    Proficiency"), This last test ls used  to evaluate  the English skills  of  high school

    stud,ents,  rather  than  businessmen or  appli ¢ ants  to an  American  university. Although

  
･
 the cbntent  of  ah  entrance  examination  and  one  of these publicly offered  proficiency                               '              '                                              '

     /
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tests would  diverge more  tban  a  pair of  suqcessive  entrance  exaininations  from the same

university, it would  still be an'interestipg  and  enlightening･comparison  to make,  Such
a  comparison  would  perhaps, shed  .some  light.on the differing notions  of English profi-
ciency  that were  embodied  in various  .tests, ･ '

   Another  more  powerful  statistical  procedure that could  be used  to study  entra･nce

examinat･ions  is called  12earson Product-Mbment Cor7elation. This is the statistic  that

is commoply  known  as  correlation.  This test is a  measure  of  the extent  tQ whieh  each

person with  a  high (or Iow) $core on  one  test will  tend to get a  correspondingly  high (or
low) score  on  the other;  thus, it is very  useful for comparing  different proficiency test-s.

Correlation measures  linear associaticrn so  it is important to  note  that only  variables

which  haye such  a  linear association  can  succenss,fully  analyzed  using  this tool. .If an

analysis  using  this statistic  does not  shoW  a'correlation  it is still possible that.the

variables  are  closely  related  but that their relationship  is a non-linear  one.  Perhaps it

is also important to' note  that cprrelation  has no.units-an  advantage  if the original  
'units

of  data contain  sensitive  information which  should  not  be revealed  (such as the actual
examinatien  sceres  of  students).

   A  second  type'of correlation  test ie called  spearman Rank  Correimii n. - When  two  

'

variables  4re.not linearly related  but there is a consistent  trend b'etween them, the

Spearman  R4nk  ,Correlation wi,ll corr}71ate  the respectiVe  lanks of  the two  variables.-

Though  less powerful  than  the Pearson statistic,  Spearman's rho  can  analyze  variables

that are  not  linearly related.  . ･

   Either the Pearson Product-Moment  Correlation or  the Spearman  Rank  Correlation

can  be used  to analyze  the results  of  the Multiple. testing strategies  described above.

These correlation  proced.ures  can  cempare:  1)･ sect'ions  of  the same  test, 2) different

administrati6ns  of  the  same  test, or  3) different tests administered  to the  same  population

(the same  group  of  stqdents).  Comparisons based on  any  of  these three procedures can

be used  in an  analysis  .of university  entrance  examinations..  
'

   Apart from  the ,types of.statistical procedures that have juSt been described, there

are  .some  techniques for measuring  the performance  of  single  items (questions) on  a

single  examinatipn.  The first such  techniqge is called  item facitily. Item facility (JF)-is,
a single  number  that represenks  

'the
 prQportion of  exarl,iinees  lwho ,answer･ed a  given item

corregtly.  It is writtert as  a decimal fraction, 
･so

 that whire  an  item facility of  .02 means  ,

that 2%  of the examinees  answered  a given question correctly,  an  item facility of  .95

paeans that 95%  have answered  correctly.  This kind.of anaiysis  can  show  how  well

sjngle  questions are  functioning on  an  entrance  examination.  A  high item facility shows

that a question is too easy,.th4t  virtually  all e#aminess  are  answering  the questiQn

correctly,  A  low item facility shovi's that few ek.aminees  are  answering  a  question                                           '                 '                                        '
correctly.  - 

'
                                                  '

   Since questions with  high or  loNV item facility numbers  are  not  di･stinguishing･ well
           '

'
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          between examfnees,  they are  correspondingly  less useful  for spreading  examine6  scores
                                               '

          along  a  s6ale.' And s' ince'the purPpse  of  a' proficie4cy exarp (i, 

'e'1,
 a  university  entr' ance

          exam)  is to discriminate between various  levels of  language ability,  questions with  either

    , a very  high or  very  low item facility are not  us.eful  for the purposes of  the examinatien.

          Tbese questions should  be Jr}g,rked f6] revisiori  or. removal'from,  ,any subsequent  tes,t

          
formji,x,\Lie,,q:es,tzan.s,w,lgh,.a,:.ige,m,.[a,c･g

'`lty,.2go,s2.t?･,,'-5.'?.r,1･?9,,sh.o,"l,d,bS,r,e;.alnl8d{,,,,,l:'

          discrimination, Item discrimination (ID) ipeaskres  the extent  to which  a question 
'

          separates  students  with  more  ability  from those with  less, and  it is calculated  in the

          following manner.  First, the scores  of  all examinees  are  rank-ordered  and  the scores  of

          students  who  have scored  in the upper  third and  the lower third of all examinees  are

          
separated  into groups, Second, item facility number's,  arg  carculated  for all test q'ues-,

          tions for examinees  in both of  these groups.･ There are  novy  two  item facility numbers

    , 
for each  test questionrone  for examinees  who  did well  L,oh the  test, and  another  for

         
'
 examinees  who  did poorly, Third, for each  question, the item facility number  for the',

                                                                            '                                                                      '

          low group  is subtracted  from tlfe item facility number  for the high group,  The resglting

  
'
 number  represents  item discrimination. ., . , . 

.
 .

              For example,  if tbe lowgr, group of examinees  had  a  composite  iteth facility of ,12 
'

          ,(!2%  of  the examinees  answered  the question correctly)  and  if the higher group  had a

          composite  item facility of  .92 (92% answered  correctly)  the resulting  item discrimination .

          number  is produced by subtracting  ,12  from .92,  Which in this'case yields ,70,  Generally,

          the higher the  item discriminatiQn number,,the  better a question is workihg-a  higher ･.

       ･ number  means  that a qti'e' stion  is efficiently seplarating  examinees  with  different levels of .                                             '

          abilityLthe  comlnon  putpose  of  entrarice  examinations,  W'hile this description charac-

      .･. 
terizes

 
item

 
anaiysis

 
fott

 
norm-referbnced

 p.roficiency 
testF,

 
similar

 
and

 
slightly

 
rpore

         , 
'
 
complex

 
item

 analysis  can  also,be  per!ormeg  
for

 
criterion-referenced

 achievement  tests,

     
･
 , When  used,togeYher  or individually, these tools  for statistical ap41ysis  can  provide a

    
'
 ,' broad range  of vq,luable  information about  

thg
 tests that a schg.o,1is using  to jvdge the-

   ,.. proficieng,y oi.itsipotential  studepts. W. ith them, one  can  analyze  individual test ques- ,

          
tions,

 
seetions

 
of

 
tests;

 
whole

 
tests,

 
or

 
more

 
than

 
one

 
test

 
in

 
a
 
variety

 
of

 
ways.

 , 

"
 

,                   '                      '                                      ttt                                                               .t

          7:O,Cogeclusion . 
''
 

'･'
 

''･･
 

'
 

･
 

'.''
 ..  -,･

                                                      . .t                                                   '

              carefui prep'5ration of  the tests We give our students  is 6Gt 6Ae aspect  of the process

          of testing. These tests must  also  be 6riticaliy examined  -in a  number  of ]nynyays  tQ insure

          that student,s  are  evaluated  fairly and  in accordance  with  the demands of  t.he･curriculum

          that
 
t,hey

 
will

 
be

 
studying,

 
Also,

 
thorough

 
and

 
frequent

 
checks

 Qf the tests we  
use

 
will

     ,
 . produce  better and  more  efficient tests that are  suited  to the particular skills  gf the 

'

        
'

 students we  are  tesging. Accurate a4d p;oper placement  ot students  .cap 
imp'rove

          student  satisfacVion  with  a school,  
,and

 it can  also make  a language instructor's job less

                                                   t t
                                           t.  /

                        . ,'.  ,.'  

'･
 

''.'
 

'
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difficult by grouping  students  in ways  that match  the material  to be taught. Such
                           / t
analysis  will  help prevent the repetition  of.deficiencies  that would  6therwise go un-                                                  t t

noticed.  ･
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